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EDITORIAL

The account of the Agadir disaster by Lt.-
Cmdr. Fordham, which is published in this issue,
once again draws attention to the appalling diffi-
culties that confront those responsible for coping
with the effects of a major natural catastrophe
such as an earthquake. In this disaster many
thousands of people were killed, injured or
trapped, in the space of a few seconds. In the
following days, help arrived in different forms
from many countries, but local climatic con-
ditions made it impossible to continue the work
of rescuing survivors after a few days. The
need for immediate help on an immense scale
has never been greater.

In letters published in The Times in August
this year, following-an article on ' Aid in Natural
Disasters' by Lord Twining, some correspond-
ents were sympathetic to the suggestion (not
made by Lord Twining) that there should be a
permanent- international organization, Govern-
ment-aided, which should be kept in constant
readiness to deal with natural catastrophes.
Professor Ian Airdl maintained that it was un-
thinkable that a"id should be given in such circum-

stances except by civilians under the auspices of
the International Red Cross, pointing out, how-
ever, that a detailed scheme and the men, women
and equipment needed to implement it, must
be ready. The recommendations of the Inter-
national Federation of Surgical Colleges and
Academies, which has appointed a committee to
consider the problem of prompt aid for national
disasters, will be awaited with interest.

Meanwhile, it is clear that it was by the
immediate despatch of warships and military
units that individual Governments made the
earliest and most effective contribution to relief
after the Agadir disaster, and it is hard to see
how any single alternative course of action could
be devised.

Lt.-Cmdr. Fordham's reflections on the lessons
of the disaster are very relevant to defence plan-
ning today, for one thing is quite certain: the
problems that followed the Agadir earthquake
will seem trivial compared with those that would
follow any nuclear explosion in a mod4r,pity.
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